Günter Puller
Carts and Waggons
2022

The pictures of
all carts and
waggons in
chronological
order with Press
releases and
comments

Introduction

The main purpose of this project is to develop the genealogical
line of the Carts and Waggons. Its present form only exists
for a short time.
The rods and rolls of a dismantled Waggon will be used in a
newly assembled piece of work. During the recycling process,
it may happen that parts of a Kitchenwaggon, for example,
are assembled to form a new Bedroomwaggon, and the
remaining parts are used for instance for an update installation
of a Bathroomwaggon. By introducing a classification system
to identify the Carts and Waggons, based on the continuous
enumeration of the assembled and reassembled rolls, the
manufacturing process of each Waggon can be traced down.
The persons who acquire a Cart/Waggon may actively
participate in the artistic process. The already existing Carts
and Waggons are constantly redeveloped and modified. The
owners of the sculptures can contribute to a large extent
while changing the formal appearance of the sculpture.
Primarily of importance is to recognize and comprehend
historical, political and social processes, as well as active
participation in the artistic process.
The documentation of the Carts and Waggons serves as a
complete genealogical line of the project.
Example:
The Waggon in the bedroom Helmut Kantors succeeds a
Waggon which was installed in a kitchen before. This
Kitchenwaggon is a successor of a Waggon which was built
for a gallery project. This Gallerywaggon was stripped of rolls
because they were assembled to a private Toilettewaggon.
G. Puller

Number of the documentated Carts and Waggons: 44
Existing rolls: No. 1-64
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System

System
Example: Waggon No.
2.1.18-21/2a
Order

Group
Class

Generation
Number of rolls

Order

1:
2:

(C)arts and (W)aggons are autonomous.
Construction of the (CW) adapts to
architectonic and other situations.

Class

1:
2:

Construcition of geometrical structure.
Construction of geometrical structure
and also in structure of the Informel.
Construction in structure of the
Informel.

3:

Number of rolls

The rolls individual numbered are
enumerated in rising order.
Each Cart/Waggon has at least one roll.

Generation

1:

>1(2,3,..):

(CW) at least with one roll which is used
for the first time (First-Roll).
(CW) without a First-Roll.
Each assemled or disassembled roll
defines a new (CW).
The generationnumber derives from
the highest generationnumber of its
most similar predecessor.

Group

a:
b:

System:
© 1997-2022

(CW) with rolls of only one
predecessor(CW).
(CW) with rolls of more than one
predecessor(CW).

Günter Puller, Christian Ziehengraser
Günter Puller
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Waggon 1.1.2-3/1a; Waggon 1.1.4/1a; Waggon 1.1.5-7/1a; Waggon 1.1.8-11/1a

Relations
Works of the project „Waggons and
Carts“ were presented for the first time
in the exhibition„Relations“, shown at
the Donauraum.
Four autonomous Waggons ...
Continue page 5

1) Waggon 1.1.2-3/1a

3) Waggon 1.1.5-7/1a

2) Waggon 1.1.4/1a

4) Waggon 1.1.8-11/1a

(1) 70x23x100 cm, (2) 25x25x200 cm, (3) 47x47x151 cm, (4) 60x35x150 cm
Accessible: 13.05.1997
Donauraum, 1020 Vienna, Novaragasse 26
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Waggon 2.1.18–22/1a; Waggon 1.1.2–3/2a

Relations
Continuation of page 4

and one installed Waggon were
presented.This installedWaggon will be
cut out to build another, new Waggon.

1) Waggon 2.1.18–22/1a

Relations 2–3 Update 1
The installation of the autonomous
Waggon1.1.2-3/1aintheCLUBWAGGONLIVEcreatesanewautonomousWaggon.
Comparedtoitspredecessor,thechange
is only slight.

2) Waggon 1.1.2–3/2a

(1) 172x62x241 cm
Accessible: 13.05.1997
Donauraum, 1020 Vienna, Novaragasse

(2) 71x24x100 cm
Accessible: 20.10.2000
B 72, 1080 Vienna, City railroad bend No. 72
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Waggon 2.2.5-7,14-17,22,26-27,36,38,40-42/1b, Waggon 1.1.5–7/2a

Relations 5-7 Update 1
The first update of theWaggon
1.1.5-7/1a makes a 2nd-OrderWaggon out of an autonomous
Waggon. (The Waggon adapts
to an architectonic situation.)
In the Waggon, quite above,
you see two roles which will
be used for future Handcarts.
„Got my Waggon!
For three years Günter Puller
installs Carts and Waggons in
the public and the private area.
The newest object in the extent
of 5x3x2 meters is to be seen in
the room of Andreas Huber.”
Michaela Knapp & Ingrid Knoll,
Culture tip, „Die Presse”, March
2000

(1) Waggon 2.2.5-7,14-17,22,26-27,36,38,40-42/1b

Relations 5–7 Update 2
Puller removes the rolls of the update
before. The visual appearance is the
same as the two Waggons before.

(2) Waggon 1.1.5–7/2a

(1) 520x172x320 cm, (2) 47x47x151 cm
Accessible: (1) 10.03.2000, (2) 18.06.2000
Livingroom, Andreas Huber, 1090 Vienna, Latschkagasse 1/26
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Waggon 2.1.18-21/2a

Bathroomjourney
„Place of Günter Pullers Waggon 2nd
Order1stClassisatM.Kellnersbath-room.
It is possible to visit the Waggon only on
September 2 and 4, because it converts
afterwards.“

Meike Schmidt-Gleim,„Falter“,
August 1997

Waggon 2.1.18-21/2a

99x80x247 cm
Accessible: 28.08.1997
Bathroom, Matthias Kellner, 1020 Vienna, Schüttelstraße 23-25a/1/51
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Waggon 2.1.18-21,36/1b; Waggon 2.1.18-21/3a

Bathroomjourney/Update 1
Puller adds rolls to an existing Waggon.
This update is a new Waggon in the
documentation.

1) Waggon 2.1.18-21,36/1b

Bathroomjourney/Update 2
Puller removes rolls of the update
before. The visual appearance is the
same as the two Waggons before. But
the Bathroomjourney Update 2 is a
Waggon after 3 generation branches.

2) Waggon 2.1.18-21/3a

99x80x247 cm
Accessible: (1) 15.07.1999 (2) 08.12.1999
Bathroom, Matthias Kellner, 1020 Vienna, Schüttelstraße 23-25a/1/51
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Waggon 2.2.12-14/1a

Glasscasewaggon
„The term mobility as suggested for a
Waggonisnotgivenhere:PullersWaggon
is welded into the window of this
glasscase.“
Meike Schmidt-Gleim,„Falter“,
September 1997
„Window Zero“ was run by Andreas
Huber.

Waggon 2.2.12-14/1a

178x17x187 cm
Accessible: 01.09.1997
Window Zero, Karlsplatz Vienna - Passage
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Waggon 2.1.22-24/1b; Waggon 1.1.30/1a

Kitchenwaggon
„In a private kitchen, Günter Puller
presents a welded and thus immovable
Waggon. In this situation, the rolls are
simply a means of decoration.“
Meike Schmidt-Gleim,„Falter“,
October 1997

1) Waggon 2.1.22-24/1b

Associationwaggon
The Associationwaggon is a special
piece for Vienna Watercrafts.

2) Waggon 1.1.30/1a

(1) 201x26x211 cm
(2) 49x37x15 cm
Accessible: 19.10.1997
Accessible: 01.09.1998
Kitchen Schneider-Bury, 16,Brunneng. 68/9 Schieberkammer - Watercrafts., 15, Meiselstr 20
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Cart 2.3.16/1a

Windingcart
The Windingcart is a special piece for
the exhibition „Block“ in Michael
Goldgrubers atelier.

Cart 2.3.16/1a

199x30x30 cm
Accessible: 11.12.1997
Apostelhof, Atelier Goldgruber, 1030 Vienna, Apostelgasse 25
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Cart 2.2.15/1a

One in 2
„Günter Puller installs one Cart in two
apartments. How can this be done,
without dividing or duplicating? Puller
breaks through the separating walls of
the two apartments. So one can see in
each department a part of the car, as it
were the two pages of the same thing.
In the large apartment the Cart presents
itself as minimalistic, in the small
apartment, it looks generous. You can
see in each department one part of the
Waggon so to say the two faces of one
thing.“
Meike Schmidt-Gleim, „Falter“,
December 1997

Cart 2.2.15/1a

199x100x117 cm
Accessible: 14.12.1997
Livingroom, K. u. D. Cronin, 1040 Vienna, Graf Starhembergg. 5/2/Top 14, M. Weixlbaumer Top 13
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Waggon 2.1.25-27/1a

Racer
„3rd run to Viennese Cart-race
world championship
Ingeniously we determined our strategy
for the third run: The material was
persistent, us too, but we were not the
only ones: In the last straight the car of
the team route 66 was suddenly behind
us, then almost beside us, and then the
bottleneck came up.
First, we heard the noise of shearing
metal,onwhichtheruncametoasudden
stop because two wedged Carts do not
drive twice as fast as one alone. After the
cars were untangled we passed with 0,34
meters leading the target line, but the
jury decided for deuce.
Underthesecircumstancesonallrunning
days before we would have been first,
but not this time. On this special night,
an art scandal was planned: The artist
Günter Puller had hung up a Cart made
of wire over the finish-line, therefore he
was always the winner. Of course, we
accepted that.“

Martin Strubreiter,„Auto Revue“,
April 1998

Waggon 2.1.25-27/1a

60x60x350 cm
Accessible: 07.03.1998
Remise Art Hall, 1020 Vienna, Engerthstraße
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Waggon 1.1.12-14/2a

Brothers and Sisters 2
„AT ELVIS
Until April 4, on the one hand, you may
visit a conventional art show and on the
other hand, you can enjoy a genuine
living room feeling in front of the TV set;
while eating apples you can cuddle on
a cosy sofa and listen to Elvis.
Gunter Puller, born and still living in
Vienna builds minimalistic sculptures
with rolls (he calls them Waggons) which
hepreferstoprofessionallyparkinprivate
homes. For example, strange metal
vehicles are installed in the middle of
cooking scent before digestion (project
in a private kitchen) or the odor of food
after digestion (project Toilette Waggon).
In the Cult gallery, you must oscillate
between art and life. In the main room
as usually in a gallery a Waggon by Puller
is offered for sale but in the adjoining
room, you just go and make a bite from
real life.
In the front part of the gallery, you find
the things you can buy, in the back part
ofthegallery,youfindthecosyself-service
living room with a heather (,I hope the
people make fire') with sofa hi-fi, TV set,
and a carpet. And by pushing a button
you can listen to Elvis. For the well-being
of the do-it-yourself guests, drop by
visitors a bowl with fresh apples is
prepared. The artist recommends that
you simultaneously inhale the apples
and The King.
A special service: The latest issue of news
magazines and fresh apples. When you
enjoy your leisure time sitting on the sofa
listening and masticating, the main
actor of the exhibition is very present.

Waggon 1.1.12–14/2a

Puller: You can´t escape the Waggon. The model 1.1.12-14/1a
(which means that it is the Waggon of the first order, class 3,
equippedwiththeenumeratedrolls12-14ofthesecondgeneration,
group a) looks like a squared skeleton with three accidentally
fixed rolls, thus resembles a supermarketcabrio. The rolls lack
contact with the ground. They can´t run. The static tricycle is
considered, Perpetuum immobile':

Continue page 15

49x37x199 cm
Accessible: 16.03.1998
Cult Gallery, 1070 Vienna, Bandgasse 19
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Waggon 2.1.22-24/2a

Brothers and Sisters 1
Continuation of page 14

A machine that does not move without
the impulse of energy. The static vehicle
with base - that is a concession to art
history - has only one brother adjoined
to the double bed of Helmut Kantor.
The bedroom door in Floridsdorfer
Hauptstraße is opened on March 21, for
inspection of the Waggon, Brothers and
Sisters 1'. Welded into the night's rest
furniture of Mr. Kantor is the still not paid
firstborn of the Brothers and Sisters
Waggons,theoriginalofthedraftimitation
which is deposited in the Cult gallery.
And if Kantor will not draw a cheque very
soon to finally adopt the sculpture, the
firstbornWaggonwillbedeinstalledfrom
the homely sleeping room.
A very healthy exhibition that provides
the visitor with free vitamins and
recreation and makes him reflect on the
relationship between art & life and the
housing shortage of art.“

Claudia Aigner,„Wiener Zeitung“,
March 1998

Waggon 2.1.22-24/2a

62x57x249 cm
Accessible: 21.03.1998
Bedroom, Helmut Kantor, 1210 Vienna, Floridsdorfer Hauptstraße 21/1/9
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Cart 2.2.16-17/1b

Ozon Einstein
Einstein who is about to leave his
apartment has already dismantled his
cart which originally stuck out of the
wall. Visible is the only divided cart and
the whole, drilled through the 80 cm wall
to the outside.

The exhibition „Ozon Einstein“ was
curated by Andreas Huber.

Cart 2.2.16-17/1b

111x42x22 cm
Accessible: 24.04.1998
Livingroom, Andreas Huber, 1150 Vienna, Stiegergasse 10/3
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Waggon 2.3.17,17,17/2a

The Videoparasites
from Wolfgang Sohm

The use of Wolfgang Sohms concept
of theVideoparasites on the cart„Ozone
Einstein“/Cart 2.2.16-17/1b means the
possibility to create new generations
of Carts out of the same Cart.
The basis is copied video pictures of
the Waggon 2.2.16-17/1b. The use of a
cloned role arises a sculpture with three
times the same role:TheVideoparasites
/ Waggon 2.3.17,17,17/1a.

Visit the edition ausart and W. Sohms
artserver.
http://www.ausart.or.at/ausart/
http://a-r-t.cc

Waggon 2.3.17,17,17/2a

140x105 Pixel
Accessible: 24.04.1998
http://www.ausart.or.at/ausart/
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Cart 2.2.28-29/1a

Inlay
„The anteroom of Anna W. is the place
for Guenter Pullers work. He installs the
„Cart 2.2.28-29/1a“. Visible only is one
half of the sculpture. The other half of
the Cart is inside the wall.“

Meike Schmidt-Gleim,„Falter“,
August 1998

Cart 2.2.28-29/1a

29x22x220 cm
Accessible: 27.08.1998
Anteroom, Anna Weixelberger, 1070 Vienna, Bandgasse 19/25
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Cart 2.2.28-29,37-38/1b; Cart 2.2.28-29,37/2a

Inlay/Update 1
Puller adds two rolls to an existing Cart.
This update is a new Cart in the
documentation.

1) Cart 2.2.28-29,37-38/1b

Inlay/Update 1
Puller removes one roll of the update
before. The Inlay Update 2 is a Cart after
2 generation branches.

2) Cart 2.2.28-29,37/2a

(1) 58x82x220 cm; (2) 58x43x220 cm
Accessible: (1) 26.07.1999, (2) 09.12.1999
Anteroom, Anna Weixelberger, 1070 Vienna, Bandgasse 19/25
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Waggon 2.2.31/1a

Merry-go-round
Erich Praschak, owner of the gallery
Cult sent a model of the gallery to 25
artists. They are invited to realize work
for the gallery which is not possible to
get realized in 1:1.
Gallery Cult on the internet: http://
www.kunstnet.at/cult/index.html

Waggon 2.2.31/1a

30x30x15 cm
Accessible: 09.12.1998
Gallery Cult, 1070 Vienna, Bandgasse 19
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Cart 1.2.32/1a; Cart 1.3.39/1a

Handcart
Prototype

The conception of the prototype of a
Handcart refers to Matthias Kellners
wish to carry a Cart on his body
permanently.

Order a handcart by letter or by e-mail.
E-mail: guenterpuller@yahoo.de

1) Cart 1.2.32/1a

Handcart 39

2) Cart 1.3.39/1a

(1) 22x5x3 cm
Accessible: 06.03.1999
Matthias Kellner

(2) 22x5x4 cm
Accessible: 17.09.1999
Katerina und Denis Cronin
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Cart 1.3.34/1a; Cart 1.3.35/1a

Handcart 34
Order a handcart by letter or by e-mail.
E-mail: guenterpuller@yahoo.de

1) Cart 1.3.34/1a

Handcart 35

2) Cart 1.3.35/1a

(1) 20x10x4 cm
Accessible: 06.05.1999
Helmut Kantor

(2) 20x5x5 cm
Accessible: 07.05.1999
Robert Weixlbaumer
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Cart 1.3.41/2a; Cart 1.3.42/2a

Handcart 41
For this Handcart a roll out of a
Predecessor-Waggon was used. The
Handcart 41 „drives“ with the
„generationnumber 2.

1) Cart 1.3.41/2a

Handcart 42
For this Handcart a roll out of a
Predecessor-Waggon was used. The
Handcart 42 „drives“ with the
„generationnumber 2.

2) Cart 1.3.42/2a

(1) 22x6x5 cm
Accessible: 17.04.-17.05.2008
Gallery Aferro, Newark, N.J., USA

(2) 8x5x5 cm
Accessible:
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Waggon 2.2.2-3,14-15,22,26-27,36,38,40-43/1b

Clubwaggon - Live
Jetlag in the Clubwaggon-Live
The band JETLAG (M. Krupica, J.
Gaisbauer, M.Köb, K.Stiedl) was welded
into the CLUBWAGGON-LIVE during
their first live concert. The Waggon
crosses the Club and existed only for
the duration of the welded band.
W.Kopper: We see, it’s a great happening
if you weld somebody into a Waggon...
S.Brauneis: Is this actually dangerous
for the people who get welded?
G.Puller: Using the welding torch is
always a large risk; but a much larger
problem is to cut out them.
S.Brauneis: If they shouldn’t come out,
persons will be searched to provide them
with food and sanitary articles.
Wolfgang Kopper & Sebastian Brauneis,
TIV - Television, 10-17-00

Waggon 2.2.2–3,14–15,22,26–27,36,38,40–43/1b

375x520x520 cm
Accessible: 20.10.2000
B 72, 1080 Vienna, Hernalser Gürtel – City railroad bend No. 72
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Waggon 2.2.18,20,25/4b

Actor
The Waggon Actor carries rolls of the
Bathroom-Journey and the Racer. Now
the Waggon „drives“ with rolls of the
4th generation. The linkage of the car
breaks the wall between the kitchen
and the living-room.

Waggon 2.2.18,20,25/4b

250x30x30 cm
Accessible: 19.12.2001
Livingroom, Kitchen, Matthias Kellner, Milka Kurek, 1120 Vienna, Ignazgasse 7
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Waggon 2.2.16,36,43/2b

Bohemien
The Waggon„Bohemien“ was built for
the opening-exhibition „Jam“ of the
Deutschvilla in Strobl
Curator: Veronika Hitzl.
Artists: Ingeborg Strobl, Christian
Hutzinger, Udo Bohnenberger.

Wagen 2.2.16,36,43/2b

1020x45x80 cm
Accessible:01.06.2002
Deutschvilla, Strobl - Wolfgangsee
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Waggon 2.2.33/1a

Voyager
The Voyager refers to Matthias Kellners
wish to take aWaggon round the world.

Waggon 2.2.33/1a, Matthias Kellner

75x30x20 cm
Accessible: 06.03.1999
Matthias Kellner, Frankfurt, Hong Kong, Los Angeles, Cook Islands, Vienna,
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Waggon 1.1.1/1a; Waggon 2.2.33,44/1a

Couchette
The very first (made by hand) Roll No.1,
was put on the Couchette, 6 years after
the beginning of the project.

1) Waggon 1.1.1/1a

Voyager Update 1
For the exhibition“Provisional Dwellers”
at the Salzburg Kunstverein 2009/10
the Waggon “Voyager” (Suitcase) was
updated by a new small roll.

2) Waggon 2.2.33,44/1a

(1) 160x65x95 cm
Accessible: 09.10.2003
Garden, Fam. Puller, 3414 Unterkirchbach

(2) 75x25x20 cm
Accessible: 09.12.2009
Salzburger Kunstverein
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Waggon 2.2.14,19,21-22,26-27,36,38,40, 43,45-46,50-53,55-59/1b

Provisional Dweller
RalucaVoinea,KuratorinTemporäre
Bewohner Salzburger Kunstverein
2009/10
The Carts and Waggons of Günter
Puller are previously stable objects
and situations, which by a simple roll
of a wheel are turned into a playful
reminder of how things should not
be accepted as they are given. Piercing
through the walls and connecting the
inside with the outside, the public
with the intimate, climbing staircases
like strange plants, or sitting in
corners on pedestals like old
sculptures, these wheels attached to
wires and growing from objects are
creating a sense of mobility and
instilling the desire for communication in the most inert entity.
For the exhibition at the Salzburger
Kunstverein, Carts and Waggons will
create a network in the space of the
institution, linking the different
rooms, the objects which were
already there and the ones temporarily
brought, and not least the visitors
themselves. Thus, the artwork will
transgress its condition as an object
offered for contemplation and will
trigger the impulse for moving one’s
body and opening one’s mind.

Die Installation „Temporärer
Bewohner / Provisional Dwellers“
befindet sich in der Ringgalerie und
im Stiegenhaus des Künstlerhauses.
DurcheinelückenloseDokumentation
werden bisherige Teilnehmer am
Projekt der Karren und Wägen zu
temporären BewohnerInnen des
Salzburger Kunstvereins.
Waggon 2.2.14,19,21-22,26-27,36,38,40, 43,45-46,50-53,55-59/1b

400x600x360 cm
Accessible: 09.12.2009
Salzburger Kunstverein
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Waggon 2.3.60/1a

The last day
The story from Günter Puller is different.
The plot revolves only around himself
and is about a young man who wants
to break out of the middle-class
narrowness and ends tragically. Puller
worksonthescriptformanyyears-which
should become a film in the end.
For the time being there is the screenplay,
the peculiar, from the artist composed
and chanted sound as well as an
installation based on transformed
requisites.
Edith Schlocker,„Tiroler Tageszeitung“
April 2012
The Waggon “the last day” is a part of
the projects “Carts and Waggons” and
“tERMINal-sensations”.
Waggon 2.3.60/1a

145x60x60 cm
Accessible: 19.04.2012
Kunstpavillon Tiroler Künstlerschaft
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Waggon 2.2.15,17,23-24,26-27,36,38,45-50,60-62/1b

Refugium
Cornelia Offergeld, 2015
Günter Puller – Carts & Waggons
Günter Puller's Carts & Waggons are parts of one of
his large-scale art projects, with which he has been
connectingplaces("spaces"),moments("situations")
and people ("individuals") for more than 15 years
and incorporating them into a highly complex system
he has devised for this purpose. For Puller, this
connectionisfigurativelythetransportationprovided
by his carts and wagons.
Installations of metal rods and wheels are connected
to the architecture and, in some cases, everyday
objects, placed around pillars, drilled through walls
of private homes, or even once temporarily welded
around a musical group during its performance.Thus
it is clear that the recipients are active participants in
the project, which is in a state of constant change.
Parts of the installations are dismantled again and
processed as carriers of stories and relationships in
new constellations. Other parts remain. The Carts &
Waggons thus receive more and more offshoots and
a"networkoftransformablesculpture"(GünterPuller)
emerges that seems endlessly expandable. All the
rolls can be traced by their numbering - recorded by
the artist in meticulous notes.

Waggon 2.2.15,17,23-24,26-27,36,38,45-50,60-62/1b

For the current installation, theWaggon entitled "Refugium," the corner of the houses Hermanngasse/Westbahnstraße inVienna's Neubau district serves
as architectural support. In the interior of the WauWau store, the Waggon with the title "Refugium" takes its starting point, penetrates the public space,
spreads out like a "tentacle" (Thomas Kreuz) in the parking lane Hermanngasse 13 and grows up to the second floor through the window into the bedroom
of an apartment of up to this point uninvolved persons. The WauWau store as well as the apartment are accessible exhibition sites for the visitors on the
evening of the presentation. A video in the kitchen of the apartment shows flashbacks in the project Carts & Waggons. "Refugium" exists in its entirety
for only a few hours. Shortly after the presentation, the installation is already transformed again: The artist cuts out parts from the public space. Finally,
the Cart "Accompaniment" in the WauWau store and the Cart "Helpmeet" in the bedroom of the now no longer uninvolved remain.
The project title Carts &Waggons inevitably brings to mind the theme of transportation and mobility. Only that Günter Puller has built in some chicanery
here. The fact alone that the wheels on the installation, although industrially manufactured functional elements, are never used for physical transport
due to their static attachment, may give pause for thought. The castors hang in the air, so to speak. It is a bit like suspense, which in film stirs up the
expectation of an event without delivering its occurrence. In the visual arts, we know the artifice of removing objects from their known functions and
contexts of meaning as surrealism. The artist chose the titles for the Cart as well as the large and the small Waggon at the corner of the houses
Hermanngasse/Westbahnstraße about the situations he "found". But Günter Puller is also a master of ambiguous to absurd linguistic wit and the
"Refugium" remains a linguistic conundrum.
With Carts & Waggons, Günter Puller deals with representation and mechanisms of society and systems in a poetic as well as analytical way, creating a
hierarchy-free counterworld to artistic statements of absoluteness through constant transformation.The installations can be perceived on different levels:
on the one hand as a metaphorical reference to the complexity of social structures. On the other hand, the artist uses them to examine the premises and
possibilities of art as a self-contained system as well as the structural conditions of sculpture through the relation of matter, space, and time. And finally,
an analytical investigation of the concept of the system itself takes place here.

540x490x310 cm
Accessible: 25.09.2015
1070 Vienna, Westbahnstraße 7

• Business premises WauWau Thomas Kreuz
• Public space (Parking area)
• Bedroom, Georg Böhme, Conny Offergeld
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Waggon 2.1.15,23,61-62/2b; Cart 2.1.45/2a

Accompaniment
Caused by cut-out the two new
Carts & Waggons „Accompaniment“ and„Helpmeet“ arose from
its Predecessor-Waggon „Refugium“.

1) Waggon 2.1.15,23,61-62/2b

Helpmeet

2) Cart 2.1.45/2a

(1) 85x110x65 cm, 1070 Wien, Westbahnstraße 7 (2) 54x140x74 cm, 1070 Wien, Westbahnstraße 7
Accessible: 25.09.2015
Accessible: 25.09.2015
WauWau Shop, Thomas Kreuz
Beedroom, Georg Böhme, Conny Offergeld
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Waggon 2.1.15,23,62/3a; Waggon 2.1.15,23,62,65/1b

Accompaniment/Update 1
By cutting out a roll from the direct
preceding Waggon, the sculpture
Accompaniment/Update 1 is created.
The removed roll is used for another
and thus also newWaggon.The update
presents itself as a new Waggon within
the documentation.

1) Waggon 2.1.15,23,62/3a

(1) 65x110x65 cm, 1070 Wien, Westbahnstraße 7
Accessible: 11.09.2020
WauWau Shop, Thomas Kreuz
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Waggon 2.1.15,23,62/3a; Waggon 2.1.15,23,62,65/1b

Apollo 18
Günter Puller started at "Draisine
Derby 2021", initiated by the curator
Benedikt Wyss and Thilo Mangold,
with his Waggon Apollo 18.
During the last run shortly before
the finish line, the Waggon was
uncoupled from the mobile carrier
module and raced statically through
the finish line.
The rolls, which for well-known
reasons never rotate in the Carts &
Waggons, were dropped over the
finish line.
After a long jury discussion, the Carts
& Waggons team finally narrowly
escaped disqualification and the
actual goal - transporting history
and stories and linking situations
through Puller's Waggon Apollo 18
- was included in the judging
guidelines as conforming to the rules.

1) Waggon 2.1.15,23,62/3a

(1) 65x110x65 cm, 1070 Wien, Westbahnstraße 7
Accessible: 18.09.2021
WauWau Shop, Thomas Kreuz
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Poster large

119x84 cm
Edition 5
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Poster small

78x53 cm
Edition 5
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Handcart - Edition, DVD - Carts & Waggons

Edition: 29 x 24 x 5 cm
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Günter Puller

Post and contact:
A-1040 Vienna, Mittersteig 3a/27
Atelier:
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e-mail:
guenterpuller@yahoo.de
web:
http://gunterpuller.com
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